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2.1. Measurement

Methods

We use two methods
of data collection
in our study.
First, most of the data presented
in this paper are dynamic
counts such as instruction
frequencies,
basic block sizes, etc.,
which do not involve
measurement
of the time taken by the
~~~~~$~~~$h~$~%nsu~&d~~$~e~~~
technique.
ro~ms
are compose~
of %asic blocks
of
instructions,
eac basic block being a maximal
sequence of
instructions
with a single entry point (the first instruction)
and a single exit point (the last instruction).
The branch
instructions
in the program
determine
the number of times
each basic block in the program
text is executed,
and the
sequence in which the basic blocks are executed.
Statistics
that aw affected only by the frequency
of execution
of individual basic blocks, and not by the sequence in which the
are executed, can be gathered easily and
uickly by first co { lectin
data for the individual
basic bloc ‘1 s in the program
and t 1?en scaling the statistics for each basic block by the execution frequency
of that basic block. The d
amic execution
first;
frequencies
of the basic blocks
need to #collected
instrumentation
of programs
to collect this information
is
routinely
done (for exam le, [14] ). We use a Cray Research
production
software
too, ? JUMPTRACE
[11], to obtain execution
frequencies
of the basic blocks in our benchmarks.
Another
software
tool analyzes
the basic blocks in CRAY
machine code and uses the basic block execution frequencies
to scale the data collected for each basic block.

1. INTRODUCTION
An
understanding
of
instruction-level
program
behavior
is essential
in the architecture
design
recess.
However,
experimental
studies which collect data t at ro‘{
vide such an understanding
have, to date, been
ubhs
ed
for only a few machines.
Studies of a non-vector
Cl&2 architectur~ the VAX [4,6], a cou Ie of microprocessors,
the Intel
8086 [31 and the MC68020 [1 ~ 1, and a current RISC architecture, ‘MIPS [7], have been ‘published,
among a few others.
Detailed
studies of vector processors,
usin~ as benchmarks
long-running
programs
com iled aggresswely
for performance, have not been reporte $ .
In this paper we present a stud
of the CRAY Y-MP
[21, using as benchmarks
the PERFEC ? Club [51 set of a g:;
cation programs.
The
ro rams are compiled
b the
Research production
&R%AN
compiler,
CFT~7, version

Second, we present
some data regarding
the time
taken for program
execution.
Such data are collected using
the Hardware
Performance
Monitor
(HPM) available on the
CRAY Y-MP.
The HPM is a set of hardware
counters that
can be turned on during program
execution
to collect certain
For example,
HPM
statistics
in an unobtrusive
manner.
monitors
program
execution
time, instruction
issue stage
utilization,
and the number
of floating-point,
integer, and
memory operations
executed.
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In section 2 we describe our measurement
methodolour benchmarks,
and some caveats that should
be
‘P served in using the data reported.
o
In section 3 we discuss
the usage of various
instructions
by the programs.
In section 4 we discuss the sizes and the vectorization
of basic
blocks of our benchmark
programs.
In section 5 we briefly
discuss instruction
issue rates. In section 6 we draw some
conclusions
from the study.

from the PERFECT Club benchmark
set. Since the compiler
plays a major mle in determining
machine
utilization
and
program
execution
speed, we compile
our benchmarks
usin
the state-of-the-art
Cray Research production
FORTRA”
compiler.
We investigate
instruction
set usage,
operation
execution
counts, sizes of basic blocks in the prorams, and instruction
issue rate. We observe, among other
t3“ mgs, that the vectorized
fraction of the dynamic
rogram
operation
count ranges from 4% to %% for our bent % marks,
Instructions
that move values between
the scalar registers
and corresponding
backup registers form a si nificant
fraction of the dynamic
instruction
count.
Basic %locks which
are more than a hundred
instructions
in size are significant
in number;
both small and large basic blocks are important
from
the point
of view
of pro ram performance.
The
instruction
issue rate is less than E .5 instructions
per clock
c cle for each of our benchmark
ro rams, suggesting
that
t 1 e instruction
issue stage of the &A$Y-MPis,ontheaverage, not a bottleneck.

ACM 0-89791-394-9/91/0005/01

Benchmarks

3.0, for a sin Ie processor
of the CRAY Y-MP.
We report
namic instruction
and operation
frequencies,
and analyze
frequencies
o9 basic blocks of various
stzes, and instruction
issue rates. The data shed light on the use of a vector processor by a highly optimizing
compiler.
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2.2. Benchmarks

as standard

Pro
by

the

benchmarks

for

am performance

abl T Itles

of both

the

supercomputer
on any
compiler

Time

Benchmark

We use the PERFECT
Club [5]
rograms
as benchmarks in this ~per.
Briefly, the PERF&TClubben&mark
set is the resu t of a large-scale
benchmarking
effort toward
aiding supercomputer
evaluation,
and comprwes
of thirteen
long-running
supercomputer
application pro rams chosen to
represent
the spectrum
of characteristics
o F scientific
applications.
These benchmarks
are becoming
widely
accepted

ADM

(millions
1

ARC3D
I BDNA

Instructions
(millions)

of CPS)

4.492

1

5;743
I

1.97
A
I’rl

1:550

KZil

evaluation.

system
and the

is determined
processor.
We

com ile our pro
ares, for a single processor
of the CRAY
Y-h&, usin
the
ray Research
reduction
FORTRAN
compiler, CFT fiF , version
3.0. CFT 7? is an a gressive compiler
that optimizes
code and vectorizes
it for % lgh ~formance.
For example,
the compiler
makes s
g;”iZ~tr&!i;shZ
scalar
memory
latency
memo ~
ture loop iterations
are
operands
that are consumed
in
issued towards
the end of the current loop iteration
to hide
memory
latency.
Since we stud
compiled
code, we view
our study as one of the PERFEC ? Club benchmarks
executing on the CRAY Y-MP s@em com rising a state-of-the-art
and o imizmg
compl er, and the fine-grain
~~~~?!fiAYY-&processor.
T

Table
(as reported

In this paper we study the user routines of the benchmark programs.
We do not include in our study the library
routines
executed by the benchmark
programs.
A practical
reason for this is the fact that the basic block
profiler

1. Benchmark

by the Hardware

Sizes

Performance

Monitor)

estimation
of several measurements;
in reality, several vector instructions
operate on many fewer data elements.
To
overcome
thk
roblem,
we use the average vector lengths
reported
for t f ree different
vector
instruction
classes —
floatin
-point, integer,
and memory
instructions
— by the
HPM, ?or each
rograrm
The data collected using the average vector Iengt % s are far more accurate than data obtained
using
the maximum
vector
len th. However,
there still
exists a small margin
for error, 1 ue to problems
associated
with usin
averages of numbers.
One, the iiwra
e vector
lengths o ? the indwidual
instructions
that form eac K instruction class could be significantly
different
from the avera e
Two,
the average
vector
lengt E s
for the whole
class.
reported
by HPM are averages over the execution
of the
entire program,
while we use these averages to study onl
the user routines of the
ro ram. The average vector lengt x
of the user routines
cou Y%
d e uite different
from the average forthelibraryroutines,
an~thusquite
different
from the
average for the entire program execution.

currently
available
to us does not profile
library
routinesl.
However,
a more important
reason is the fact that many of
the CRAY
library
routines
are hand-coded
in assembly
language due top
ormarw considerations.
This im lies that
library
routines
wi I 1 utilize
the
rocessor better t f an compiled code.
By not including
t% e library
routines
in the
stud , we focus here on the performance
of compiled
FORTR&
code.
Table 1 presents the execution-time,
in CRAY Y-MP
clock cycles or pulses (CPS), and the number of instructions
executed
for each of the benchmark
programs.
These
numbers
are for the execution
of the entire program,
i.e.,
they include
both user and library
routines.
We observe
that each pro~ram
executes hundreds
of millions
of CRAY
Y-MP instruchons,
and takes hundreds
of millions
of clock
cycles to run.
Thus, the benchmarks
we study are lon running
a placations,
as opposed
to the kernels
or sma~ 1
benchmar f s that are commonly
used for vector machine studies.

~~m
:neasyrernents2
Investigation
of related
(some of which are not reported
ere and mvestlgatlon
of
important
basic blocks of some of the benchmark
programs
lead us to believe that the error introduced
by this approximation is not significant,
at least for the study reported
in
this
aper. However,
one should keep this assumption
in
min I when using certain results.

2.3. Caveats
All the data collected
for the CRAY Y-MP using our
technique
of profiling
at the basic block level are accurate,
but for one exce tion that is due to the vector architecture
of
the CRAY Y-M?,
A vector instruction
executes identical
operations
on a number of data elements, the number behg
determined
at run time, by the contents of a s ecial Vector
Length
(VL) register.
Since we do not simu /’ate program
execution,
the content of the VL register during
the execution of each individual
vector instruction
is not available
to
us. Assuming
that each vector instruction
operates on the
maximum
vector length of 64 elements results in over-

their
time,
tude

We note in passing that simulating
the programs
in
entirety
would
require
enormous
amounts
of CPU
since simulations
can be two to three orders of magnislower
than the programs
being simulated,
and the

‘For example, we use a methodology
(not reported here) for
quickly estimating the execution times of programs. The methodology is accurate to within 10% for most programs when the average
vector lengths are used; the accuracy is much lower when each vector instruction is assumed to operate on 64 data elements. A large
part of the 10% error is due to factors such as simplistic modeling of
the complex CKAY Y-MI’ memory system; the error introduced by
the problems assoaated with using only averages (of vector lengths
is insignificant.

lThe current version of the profiler instruments code during
compilation; the library routinea, being either hand-coded in assembly language or being compiled directly into object form, are therefore not instrumented.
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3.2. Program

m rams themselves
have long execution
times (Table 1).
?h~assurnpticms
made about vector
lengths
in order to
avoid a full simulation
of the benchmarks
are thus justified.
The assumptions
help us collect data relatively
quickly,
and
at the same time do not cause significant
errors in the data
collected.
3. INSTRUCTION

AND

OPERATION

MIX

The vectorization
of a program
is important
to its erformance.
Vector instructions
execute on a series of X ata
elements
in a pi elined fashion;
the
hide functional-unit
latency with pipe ine
arallelism,
an J perform better than a
corresponding
scalar
‘f
oop (see for example
[8], Chapter 7).
Thus, the fraction
of program
execution
time spent executing vector instructions
is a measure of the efficiency
of program execution.
This fraction
is related to the dynamic
fre-

STUDIES

We present in this section several measurements
pertaining
to the CRAY Y-MP processor
instruction
set usage,
program vectorization,
and operation
execution
counts.
3.1. Overview

of the CRAY

Y-MP

Vectorization

quency
of vector operationt$ in the program,
although
the
relationship
may not be linear, as per our experience.
The
former is t! e best metric of the vectorization
of a rogram
f owever,
since it directly
represents
program
performance.
timein
since we do not study statwtics related to execution
this paper, we will rely on the dynamic
frequency
of operations executed with vector instructions
to measure program
vectorization.

Processor

We first briefly highlight
some features of the CRAY
Y-MP processor
architecture
[2], to provide
background
for
the discussion
of our measurements.
The processor
architecture
of the CRAY Y-MP is very similar
to that of the
CRAY X-MP [1]; a major difference
is that the CRAY Y-MP
rocessor can address a larger memory
space (32 address
~itsintheY-MPversus
24bitsin
the X-MP).

Folklore
has it that many scientific
rograms have as
many as 90% of their operations
executed ! y vector instructions (for example, this is the number quoted along with the
Lawrence
Livermore
Loops [13] ). However,
scientific
programs
could
be
inherently
unvectorizable
due
to
recurrences
(or, datadependences
across the iterations
of a
100 ), ambiguous
array subscripts,
data-dependent
branches
an c?/or subroutine
calls inside loop bodies,
etc. Furthermore,
current
limitations
of state-f-the-art
com ilers
prevent
vectorization
of some code that could actua I! y be
run in vector mode if compiled
by hand. Here we characterize the vectorization
of a scientific
workload
by a state-ofthe-art compiler,
to determine
the current
relative
importance of the scalar and vector portions of a supercomputer.

The processor
can be partitioned
into vector
and
scalar
ortions;
the memory
interface
of the processor consists o r four ports three for data transfers,
and one for 1/0
and for fetching instructions.
The vector and scalar portions
of the processor
share floatingoint functional
units, but
have separate functional
units ot 1!erwise.
The scalar portion
can be viewed as consistin
of an address-computation
unit
(an address unit, hencefort R ) and a scalar-corn
utation unit,
?he processor
each having its own set of functional
units.
has three register sets — a setof eight vector (V) registers
with 64 elements each, a set of eight scalar (S) registers, and
a set of eight address (A) registers.
Furthermore,
the S and
A re “ster sets have corresponding
backup
register sets, T
and~of64
registers each. Abackupregisteris
used totemporard~ hold values when the corresponding
primary
register set M full and a register needs to be spilled to make room
for another value.
The functional
units of the processor are
fully pipelined.

We use the fraction
of all program
operations
vectorized (i.e., executed by vector instructions)
as our vectorization metric, since program
performance
is de endent on the
vectorization
of all operations.
Instead,
t [ e fraction
of
floating-point
operations
vectorized
is sometimes
used as
the vectorization
metric, as done for example in [8]. Let us
fiist examine
the vectorization
of various
classes of operation:, for our benchmark
rograms (Table 2). Note that the
fractions presented
in Tab Ye 2 are fractions of operations
and
not of instructions.
For example,
for ARC3D,
99.8% of all
floatin~-point
operations
are executed in vector mode; these
vectonzed
floatin~-~nt
}pra\ions
constit~
45.2%
(column 3 of the tab e of all o eratlons of the pro ram. The
data show a fairly good corre ation between the raction of
floating-point
operations
vectorized
and the fraction
of all
program
operations
vectorized.
(The exceptions
to this
correlation
are TRFD
and DYFESM,)
For exam le, for
BDNA,
99.4% of all floating-point
o erations and ; 6.1% of
all operations
are vectorized;
for ?H?ACK,
11.6% of all
- oint o
rations and 14.4% of all operations
are vecZZZ3
?’bus, E
vectorization
of floating-point
operations
is a fair indicator
of overall program
vectorization,
for our
benchmarks.
On the other
hand,
the fraction
of either
inte
r or memory
operations
vectorized
is not very correlate r with the fraction of all o erations vectorized,
and neither is a ve
rlc o program
vectorization.
For
exam g le, 48. ~g~dmet.
~
’70
of TRACK’s
memory
references are vectorized,
ut only 14.470 of all of its o erations are vectorized.
We also observe that the fraction o ? memory operations
vectorized is quite high for ten of the thirteen programs;

The CRAY Y-MP processor
has one-parcel
(16 bits),
two- arcel, and three-parcel
instructions.
The architecture
is
a L 8 AD/STORE
architecture
— memo~
is accessed explicitly, and only by data-transfer
instructions.
All computation instructions
are register-register
instructions.
The processor can issue one-parcel
instructions
at a peak rate of one
per clock cycle; two-parcel
and three-parcel
instructions
need two clocks for issue. The processor has art instruction
cache (called I-buffers),
but no data cache.
Overall,
the processor
is highly
pipelined
to exploit
fine-grain
parallelism.
The com~der
attempts
to identify
and increase
fine- rain parallehsm
in the code to take
advantage
of this ~ardware.
For example,
the com~ler
unrolls loops to increase
arallelismr
and software pipe ines
memory
operations
to to r crate long memory latencles (i.e., it
pre-loads in the current iteration
some of the memory values
used in the next iteration),
Increasing
parallelism
in code,
however,
results
in
a need
for
more
re
isters.
For
scalar
code, the compiler
can take advantage
o F the backup registers provided,
to tackle the need for registers.
Loop unrolling also results in a need for large instruction
caches. The
Cra Research compiler
limits the amount of loop unrollin
to t i e size of the instruction
cache (512 parcels or lK bytes ?,
to avoid repeated I-buffer
misses for loop instructions
[16].
(The amount of unrolling
is dependent
on the size of the original loop body.)
All these factors affect the dynamic
execution characteristics
of an application
pro ram; we identify
some of the effects of the above factors in t5 e data presented
in the next few sections.

3We distinguish between operations and vector instructions
throughout this paper. A vector instruction executes several operations, one on each vector element. An operation is equivalent to a
scalar instruction.
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Operation
Benchmark

Floating-Point

Class

Integer

Memory

% of F.P.

% of All

% of Integer

% of All

% of Memory

Ops.

Ops.

Ops.

Ops.

Ops.

All
% of All
Ops.

%

BDNA

99.4

52.1

97.1

4.4

98.4

39.6

96.1

MG3D

100.0

33.1

47.9

0.5

99.9

61.5

95.1

FL052

99.9

42.4

60.9

1.5

99.8

47.7

91.5

ARC3D

99.8

45,2

25,6

0.3

99.7

45.5

91.1

SPEC77

98.3

37.3

74.8

1.9

99.0

51.1

90.3

MDG

95.5

25.6

95.5

20.1

96.0

41.9

87.7

TRFD

99.7

27.5

7.2

0.3

97.8

42.1

69.8

DYFESM

97.3

34.4

36.9

2.5

91.0

31.9

68.8

ADM

69.6

15.1

32.3

3.8

80.8

24.0

42.9

OCEAN

54.8

14.7

0.0

0.0

79.3

28.1

42.8

TRACK

11.6

1.4

1.2

0.1

48.6

12.9

14.4

SPICE

9.6

1.1

0.0

0.O

32.6

10.5

11.5

QCD

6.6

1.3

6.5

0.8

16.5

2.1

4.2

Arithmetic
Mean

72.5

Table
vectorized
integer
of all operation;.

operations
“

80.0

37.4

2. Percentage

constitute

only

Vectorization

a small

of Various

portion

identify

Classes

characteristics

of the three subclasses.

Usage and Operation

Counts

In this section, we discuss the CRAY Y-MP instruction
setusa~e and the operation mix in our benchmarks.
We
determme
a benchmark
subclass’s usage of an instruction
by
averaging
the normalized usage of the instruction
by each of
the
rograms
in the subclass; thus, all the programs
of a
subc Yass are given
equal importance,
irrespectwe
of the
number
of instructions
executed
by them
individual
Shtce vector instructions
execute several operations
eac t ,
the count of various
operations
executed
presents a better
picture of a program’s
utilization
of machine resources.
The
numbers
for operation
usage are computed
lby expanding
each vector instruction
into the avera e numlber of operafor each protions that it executes (as reported
by ~PM)

Considering
the clustering
of numbers
in the overall
vectorization
column
of Table 2, we partition
the programs
into three subclasses:
highly-vector,
moderately-oector,
and
scalar programs.
We will present data only for these three
subclasses of programs
in the rest of this paper; space constraints and the volume
of data prevent us from
resenting
information
for the individual
rograms.
We c Yassif y the
programs
as follows.
QCD, SP r CE, and TRACK
make u
the scalar benchmarks;
ARC3D,
BDNA,
FL052,
M D&
MG3D, and SPEC77 a~ the vector benchmarks;
and ADM;
DYFESM, OCEAN,
and TRFD makeup
the moderatel -vector
benchmarks.
(DYFESM
and TRFD are on the bor c!er line
we
use
information
about
between
two
subclasses;
instruction-issue
stall times, presented
in section 5, to push
them into the moderately-vector
category.)
We believe that
classifying
the pro rams as above minimizes
the loss of
information
cause~
by
considering
only
averages
of
numbers,
since the groups contain
ro
ams with ve
.
.
rysimi- us
Iar characteristics.
Additionally,
t ~ e c~ asslfrcatlon
helps

ram5. Table 3 classifies
the operations
executed
by the
&nchmarks
into various
broad Vtion
classes that are
resent in several architectures.
~.52% ofalloperationsinthe
mode$~~~$?~~~~~~;~
are floatin~-point
and branch operations,
respectively.
Data
thus clasdied
could be compared
to data presented
for
other machines.
Table 4 further subdivides
the information
presented in Table 3 into classes that correspond
to the functional units present in the CRAY Y-MP.
‘If a vector instruction
were replaced by scalar code, the
number of operations needed to implement
an equivalent loop
could ire 2xVL or 3xVL, instead of the VL operations needed for the
vector instruction.
We assume each vector instruction executes VL
operations.

4We use the arithmetic mean of the vectorization ratios of the
individual
benchmarks. This ensures that all programs are given
of instructions

certain

3.3. Instruction

We note that the fraction
of all operations
vectorized
s ans almost the entire range for the benchmarks.
Insofar as
t 1!e benchmarks
are re resentative
of scientific
workloads,
we can conclude
that t 1!e average fraction of operations
vectorized is much less than the usually assumed 90%. For our
benchmark
set, the average4 vectorization
is 62%.

equal weight, irrespective of the number
tions executed by them individually.

Operation

62.0

or oPra-
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condition
computed
is stored in AO or SO before the branch
is issued. We observe that about 27% of all operations
in the
scalar benchmarks
are spill o
rations (2070 are s ills of the
S re isters [S_SPILL]
and 70r are spills of the 1 registers
[A_!$ILL]).
The pressure
on the S registers is higher than
that on the A re~sters,
as is to be expected,
since there are
more
result-computation
instructions
than
addresscom utation
instructions
in the programs.
Another
reason
for t E e lower pressure on A registers is that address computation
instructions
operate
on arra
addresses
and loop
counters and these are available
in t e re “sters most of the
time. Scalar com utations,
on the other
and, mom often
‘%
use data values r oaded from memory,
and the latency of
memory
loads tie up the scalar registers for longer periods
of time. Overall, the high amount of spill instructions
is due
to the fact that eight primary
registers are not sufficient
to
hold frequently-used
local data and to sup
rt deeplypipelined
functional
units at the same time.
r urthermore,
the compiler
unrolls loops to ex Ioit parallelism,
resulting
in
more registers being live simu Fq
taneousl
, which makes the
problem
worse.
We also note that MO
instructions,
used
to move values between A and S registers, are significant
in
number.
MOV instructions
constitute
1170 of all operations
for the scalar benchmarks,
and 6% of all o erations for the
moderately-vector
benchmarks.
One cou Yd think
of the
MOV instructions
as bein~ akm to moving
values between
the address and computation
units of a decoupled
architecture.

.
All Integer
Address

Comp.

Miscellaneous
Branches
Table

3. Percentage

10.73

8.83

7.62

6.99

1.82

37.57

19.03

4.2.5

5.94

1.52

0.34

of Operations

.5.48

in each Operation

Class

From Table 3, we observe that the vector benchmarks
are almost
entirely
floating-point
operations
and memory
references.
On the other handy the scalar benchmarks
have
comparable
amounts
of floating-point
and integer
operations;
for the moderately-vector
programs,
floating-point
operations
are three times as frequent
as integer operations.
By integer
o erations we mean only those operations
that
are execute~
by the scalar-computation
unit.
Addresscomputation
instructions,
while
also behg
integer
operations are executed by the address-computation
unit and are
classdied separately.
However,
scalar integer operations
are
also used to perform
some address computation
work, since
the address unit is only 32 bits wide while the inte er datatype supported
by the architecture
is 64 bits long. P or example, when array indices are assed as arguments
to subroutines they are stored as (6 1 -bit) integers,
and they hence
have to be manipulated
b the scalar unit. Since there is no
easy way to determine
w I ether an operation
carried out in
the scalar unit is for addxess computation,
we classi
all
integer
operations
carried
out in the scalar unit as ?nonaddress computation)
integer operations.

Although
scalar programs
have a hi h proportion
of
these miscellaneous
operations,
the contn % utlon to execution time of these operations
could
be quite small; and
disproportional
to them number.
The deep pipelines
m the
CRAY Y-MP for computation
instructions
cause long waits
in the instruction-issue
stage
for
dependence
to be
resolved.
Scalar code has a lot of de endences and hence
has frequent
instruction-issue
stalls. & e compiler
can hide
the cost of the single-cycle
register-register
move instructions b scheduling
them for execution
durin
these datadepen cl ence stalls, thus essential
executin ~f t em for free.
‘Ilus is one example
of the possl “z lhty
~ of a arge difference
between
the dynamic
frequency
of an instruction
and its
contribution
to program
execution
time.
This difference
is
all the more important
in a machine that has several parallel,
pipelined
funchonal
units, since several instructions
can be
executing
simultaneously,
thus making
the attribution
of
program time to instructions
more difficult.

The address com utation instructions,
executed in the
address unit, are used Por generating
the memory addresses
needed by all scalar memory
operations;
in addition,
the
are also used for maintaining
loop counters on the CRAY 1MP.
Address
operations
are comparatively
less frequent
than scalar integer
operations
in the scalar benchmarks,
while the two are comparable
in number
for the moderate
benchmarks.
On the whole,
scalar
pro rams
can be
expected to have a higher proportion
of ad 1 ress arithmetic
operations
since they also have a higher
roportion
of scalar
memory
operations.
When memo~
re r erences are vectorized< the vector instruction
implicitly
does address arithmetic, and hence we see fewer explicit
address arithmetic
operations
for highly
vectonzed
code. The data
resented
bear this out: scalar programs
have about 7.50‘? address
operations,
while the vector programs
have less than 27..
Register

Lar er register
sets would
naturally
decrease
the
number
o$- spdl instructions.
However,
larger re “st er sets
would not be worthwhile
if they increase the mac !?me clock
cycle, especially
if the spill instructions
incur little cost in
execution
time anyway.
MOV
instructions,
on the other
hand, are mainly a result of the m ister-file
and functionalunit architecture
of the processor.
$he fundiona~
units and
the re ister files have been separated
into A and S sets to
provl f e more
parallel,
decoupled
execution,
and MOV
instructions
are a necessary part of this separation.
Also, in
the current
Y-MP architecture,
the A unit does not have
shhl, logic,
and 64-bit inte~er
calculation
functionalities.
Therefore,
many of the MOV instructions
move data from

Transfers

Most strikin
ly, mom than one-third
of all operations
of the scalar bent % marks are operations
used to transfer
values between
the various
regw.ter sets in the processor
(miscellaneous
category in Tables 3 and 4). The proportion
of these register transfer operations
decreases as we move to
more vectorized
programs;
the pressure on the non-vector
registers
is of course higher
in scalar code.
The backup
registers are used to temporarily
hold values whenever
the
regular register sets are full, resulting
in several re~”sfer spill
instructions.
Another
reason for the register-re
ister move
instructions
is the fact that conditional
branc % es in the
CRAY Y-MP are based on the contents of registers AO or SO.
The compiler
needs to shuffle registers
around
so that the

cRegister spilling ref era to moving a temporary value in a register to memory, to make room in the register set for another value
that will be accessed before the value being spilled. In the CRAY YMP, register spilling usually only results in a movement of values
between the primary (A& S) registers and the backup (B & T) registers, and we term these moves spill instructions.
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Benchmark
Operation

Instruction

Class

Class

Scalar
Insts.

Vector

Vector

Vector

Int

FP

Subclass

Moderate

Ops.

Insts.

V_LOGIC

0.01

0.13

Vector

Ops.

Insts.

Ops.

0.03

0.35

0.59

2.71

V_SHIIW

0.00

0.03

0.07

0.98

0.19

0.79

V_INTAD

0.01

0.15

0.02

0.34

0.32

1.29

V.PPADD

0.13

0.61

1.71

12.37

4.96

18.80

V_FPMUL

0.17

0.59

1.39

10.47

5.16

19.44

v_REcIP

0.03

0.06

0.00

0.05

0.26

1.04

V_LD

0.31

5.47

2.64

19.70

7.63

29.77

V_ST

0.17

3.02

1.40

11.63

4.01

15.64

V_GATH

0.00

0.00

0.04

0.20

0.27

1.66

V_SCAT

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.13

0.81

S_ADD

5.11

4.69

8.11

4.01

3.10

0.31

S_LOGIC

5.72

5.12

5.17

2.33

3.07

0.34

S_SHIFT

0.63

0.59

1.35

0.77

0.28

0.03

POP_LZC

0.02

0.02

0.08

0.05

0.12

0.01

W_MUL

6.80

6.24

3.03

1.78

1.31

0.17

PP_ADD

7,17

6.56

5.22

2.92

1.88

0.20

RECIPR

0.26

0.23

0.38

0.23

0.09

0.01

LD

10.30

9.22

5.13

2.55

3.46

0.39

ST

5.23

4.71

2.86

1.53

1.08

0.09

BLK_LD

0.90

0.84”

0.17

0.09”

0.03

0.00’

BLK.ST

0,62

0.57’

0.28

0.12*

0.37

0.04’

A_ADD

8.37

7.48

15.04

6.64

17.26

1.78

0.14

0.91

0.35

0.41

0.04

6.66

5.94

3.68

1.52

3.27

0.34

12,14

11.00

14.12

5.88

21.85

2.23

A.SPILL

7.31

6.64

9.66

4.64

9.94

1.08

S_SPILL

21.75

19.93

17.49

8.51

8.82

0.94

Mem

Int

FP

Mem

Addr.

Comp.
A_MUL

Branches

0.16

BR
MOV

Misc.

Table

4. The Proportion

of Various

Types

of Instructions

in the Three

Loads

and Stores

(BLK_LD

and Operations
of Benchmarks

frequently.
BLK_ST is also used as a mini CMR (complete
Memory
References)
instruction
which
blocks
further
instruction
issue until all outstandin
memory
references of
the CPU are completed.
(The CRAY % -MP requires memory

the A unit to the S unit to carry out these functions.
The
number of MOV instructions
could be reduced significantly
if the A unit has a more complete computation
capability.
Block

Subclasses

and BLK_ST)

The BLK_LD
and BLK_ST
instructions
are used to
transfer a block of words (up to 64 words long) between the
backup B/T re isters and memo~.
The number
of words
transferred
is J etermined
at runtlme
b the contents
of a
eneral-purpose
scalar register
specifi ec/’in the instruction.
is in the saving and resf common use of these instructions
toring
of registers
during
subroutine
cafls/retums.
For
scalar
rograms,
subroutine
calls are fre uent (as will be
1 s are used quite
shown 7 ater), and hence BLK_LDs/BLK–S

* BLK_LD

and

BLK_ST

instructions

move

a block

of words

(up to 64 words long) between the scalar bacla.qp registers and
memory; the number of words transferred is determined at nmtime
by the contents of a general-ptrpose
scalar register. Since we do
not simulate program execution{ and since the HPM does not monitor general-purpose
re~isters,
we do not have acce= to thi= v~ue.
Hence we are unable to expand each BLK_LD/BLKST
instmction
into the equivalent mukiple operations it executes.
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Branch

overlap
hazards between
block reads and block writes of
memory to be detected in software, and the CMR instruction
can be used to ensure sequentiality
of such memory
references.)
Hence
BLK.STS
are much
more
frequent
than
BLK_LDs
for the vector programs.
Floating-Point

Operations

The scalar benchmarks
have an equal
number
of
floating-point
additions
and multiplications.
The vector
benchmarks
also have e ual numbers
of these operations,
? most all of them are executed by
with the difference
that a
vector instructions.
We see a fairly good balance of these
o erations
a~ain
in the moderately-vector
benchmarks.
I+ ere we notice that a lar e fraction
of the floating-point
operations
are vectorized.
~ector
floating-point
operations
constitute
23’% while scalar floatin~-point
operations
constitute only about 5% of all o eratlons
for the moderatel
vector benchmarks.
The sca ! ar and vector
“
1?
CRAY Y-MP use common
floatingoint AD
and MULTI‘*’ons
‘f t e
PLY functional
units.
We observe t l! at only the
moderatelyvector benchmarks
have any si nificant
mix of scalar and
%
vector floatingoint operations
t at might result in conflict
for these share c1’functional
units.

Branch

Division
on the CRAY Y-MP is im~lemented
using
multi
Iication
and reciprocal
approximation.
We observe
that t { ere are very few reciprocal
instructions
(either RECIP
or V_4WCIP),
and hence there are very few division
operations m the programs.
Memory

Type

Benchmark

Subclass

Conditionals
Uncond.

Subroutine
Loop

Operations

Across
the benchmark
subclasses,
memory
load
operations
(scalar
and
vector
operations
together)
are
roughly
twice as frequent
as memory
store operations.
This
justfies
the presence of two memor
10
memory
store port in the processor.
he ;Q?ltl
g~zg
of loads to stores is not necessarily
a result of having twoo erand instructions
in the architecture.
The issue is comp Flcated by the reuse of temporary
results in registers.

Ctrl.

Data-Dep.

scalar

7.4

24.8

19.6

48.2

Moderate

1.8

7.6

58.5

32.1

Vector

0.6

10.0

60.5

28.9

of Branches

of Various

Table

5. Percentage

Types

Unconditional
branches form a non-negligible
7.4% of
all branch instructions
for scalar code; their Proportion
is
much less in the other two benchmark
”subcla;ses~
Subroutine calls are implemented
in the CRAY Y-MP by a special
branch instruction
that saves the current
program
counter
(PC) at a specific location
and branches to the subroutine.
Havin
a large number of subroutine
calls can result in code
that 1s
? ess vectorizable.
For example, loops with subroutine
calls are usually
not vectorizable
(except for some vector
intrinsic
function
calls where a vecfor can be passed as an
argument
to the function
and then the function
is executed
in vector mode).
The data bear this out: close to 25% of the
branches in the scalar programs
are subroutine
calls, while
their
roportion
is around 10% of all branches for the other
two ~enchmark
sets.
We also note from
Table 4 that
branches themselves
are less frequent
in the vector benchmarks.

From Table 4, we observe that memory operations
are
the single most frequent
class of operations
for the vector
and moderately-vector
benchmarks,
and they are second
only to the re ister-register
move operations
in the scalar
/! onsidermg
that memory
access is not a short
benchmarks.
latency operation,
this justifies the extra attention
aid to the
s stem in the CRAY X-MP and the C I?4 Y Y-MP
‘emor
(the C A J -1 had a single memory port, while the X-MP and
rts). We note from
the Y-MP have three data memory
Table 2 that for the non-scalar
bent r marks, usually
more
o
rations are executed
in vector
than 90% of the memo
mode (V LD and V_Sfl.
~hen
executed
in vector mode,
the mem;ry
latency for an individual
operation
is hidden by
the
ipelined
nature of o eration~, and this is significant
for
per ?ormance.
Therefore tx e machme has less need to rely on
accesses. Vector scatter/gather
a data cache for fast memo
instructions
(V_GATH
an Y V_SCAT),
which
transfer
data
from a set of memory
locations
specified in a vector register,
are used quite infrequently
even in the highly-vectorized
benchmarks.
The need for these instructions
is, however,
dependent
upon the nature of programs.
Address

Instructions

As expected, branch instructions
are most fre uent in
scalar code. However,
the branch fr
uency in Ta le 4 is
7“ instructions % or so
much
less than the usual
2070 of al
reported
for
general-pur
ose
programs
[8,9, 121.
A
significant
reason for this is t% e fact that the compiler
unrolls
loops.
First, this eliminates
several loop-control
branches.
Second, 100 -unrolling
results in the compiler
enerating
several spd- ? instructions
because of the increase 2 pressure
on the primary
registers.
These instructions
are not present
in other architectures,
and the
decrease the proportion
of
branch instructions
on the C~Y
Y-MP.
We also note that
scientific
code inherently
has fewer
branches
than nonscientific
code.
We discuss
the frequen
of branches
in
more detail in the section on basic blocks. Y n addition
to the
frequency
of branches, the nature of the branches is important to machine efficiency
in executin
programs.
Unconditional branches,
for example,
do not f ave to cause bubbles
in the pipeline
since the branch destination
is known at comile time
itself.
Table 5 provides
categorization
of the
~ranches into different
vaneties.

Conditional
branches
are the most frequent
of all
~rograms.
Although
conditional
branches,
across
all
branches are detriments
to performance,
the more predictable loop-control
conditional
branches
can be handled
efficient
. Conditional
branches in the CRAY machines arc
decided { ased on the contents of a register; the register used
could be either AO or SO. Usually
the compiler
uses conditional
branching
based on AO for loop-control
branches,
since loop counters are maintained
and incremented
in the
A unit.
Conditional
branching
based on SO is used for
implementing
data-dependent
branches, such as if-then-else
~able 5 ~~~d~iti~t~$h~nt~f
t~~
constructs.
.
.
above
two
classes.
branches in the scalar be~chmarks
are data-de
endent conditional
branches.
Also, data-dependent
branc { es are about
two-and-ne-half
times as frequent as loop control branches.

Computation

Most
of the address
computation
instructions
an?
additions
(A_ADDs).
Address com utation instructions
are
used, for example,
to add an in { ex to a base register.
Address
com utation
instructions
are also commonly
used
in the CRA f Y-MP
for incrementing
the loop counter.
Address multiplication
operations
are infrequent.
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Given that scientific
code is dominated
by 100 s, one can
expect most of these branches to occur within
?oop bodies.
Loops with datadependent
branches within
them are likely
to be scalar; it is thus natural
to find scalar code having a
significant
fraction of these branches.

and 9 instructions

We observe that for the moderately-vector
and vector
benchmarks
the proportion
of loop-control
branches
has
, indicatm
fewer
data-dependent
branches
per
~~
~!isisagooc?reason
whythesebenchmarks
arernore
vectorizable
than the scalar set.
4. BASIC

for the scalar programs.

The sizes of the basic blocks in our benchmarks
are
distributed
over a wide range, as can be noticed from the
cumulative
frequency
distributions
in Fi ure 1. For exampie, we observe a significant
number
of %locks less than 10
instructions
in size, and a si nificant number lar er than 125
instructions
in size. This in %Icates that both sma~ 1 and large
blocks are im ortant on the CRAY Y-MP.
Two thin s are
significant
wlt‘% regard to basic blocks on the CRAY !-MP.
One, we are studying
code vectorized
by a rociuction
compiler; vector instructions
execute the equiva f ent (of several

BLOCKS

100

A basic Mock is defined to be a straight-line
fragment
of
code with a single entry point (the first instruction)
and a
single exit point (the last instruction).
Once program
control
enters a basic block, all the instructions
in it are executed.
The entry point could be the start of a program
or either the
destination
or fall-through
location
of a branch;
the exit
point is either a branch or an instruction
preceding
the destination of a branch (since the destination
of a branch is the
start of a new basic block).

c
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u
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u
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a

The nature and sizes of basic blocks play an important
role in determining
program
performance,
because several
compiler
optimizations
(such as local re~ister
assignment
and code-schedulin
) are conducted
wtthin
basic block
boundaries
unless t E e hardware
or the compiler
supports
speculative
execution
of instructions
that lie beyond as-yetunexecuted
branches.
Larger basic blocks
rovide
better
F olklore has it
opportunities
for effective
code scheduling.
that basic blocks are small — papers in the literature
report
average branch instruction
frequencies
of 15% to 20%, and
thus
small
basic
blocks,
in general-purpose
pro rams
[8, 9,12]. In addition
to the size of the average basic %lock,
the distribution
of basic blocks with respect to their sizes is
important,
since if both small and lar e blocks
exist in
significant
numbers,
the compiler
COU1% incorporate
different techniques
to tackle the two varieties of basic blocks.
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Figure 1 presents the cumulative
(dynamic)
distribution of basic blocks in the three subclasses of our benchmark
set. The solid lines in the figure present the cumulative
frequencies of basic blocks of various sizes (in instructions),
for
each of the benchmark
subclasses.
The dotted lines present
the cumulative
contribution
~to pro ~m
operations
of basic
blocks of various sizes. The
enera shape of the three solid
curves indicates
that basic
locks range in size from one
instruction
to beyond
a 100 instructions
for all the benchmark subclasses.
The basic blocks art distributed
across the
entire range, instead
of being clumped
near the average
block size. 90% of the basic blocks of vector programs
are
s read over sizes from one to 64 instructions.
About 8% of
t 1!e blocks of vector programs
are larger than 80 instructions
in size. For moderately-vector
pro rams, 90% of the blocks
are spread over sizes from 1 to 4 .?”instructions.
For scalar
90% of the blocks are shorter than 21
programs
however,
mstructlons.
Scalar programs,
with more frequent branches,
expectedly
have smaller basic blocks.
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Figure

1. Basic Blocks

in the Benchmarks

scalar instructions.
Most of the studies
reported
arc of
eneral-purpose
code that have only scalar
branches
in
% WO, we notice large basic blocks in all the
instructions.
benchmarks,
including
code where only a smi~ll portion of
the operations
are vectorized,
We discuss below the reasons
for such a distribution
of basic blocks on the Y-MP.
In addition
to the nature of the applicaticm,
the nature
of the compiler
and the machine
play a significant
role in
determining
the size of the basic blocks.
A major reason for
the large basic blocks is that the compiler
unrolls
loops to
exploit parallelism,
and to tolerate the long lalencies of the
CRAY
Y-MP,
eliminating
severals
loop branches
in the

Blocks that are larger than 125 instructions
are nonnegligible
in number,
for all three program
subclasses: they
form about 3% of the instructions
for vector
rograms, about
1.5% for
2% for the moderately-vector
programs,
an labout
the scalar programs.
The scalar pro rams have a large
number
of single-instruction
blocks (a% out 117.). Surprisingly,
the vector
pro rams also have about
9% singleinstruction
blocks.
( & e scalar code in vector
programs,
used to setup work for the vector instructions,
contain small
blocks, as in scalar programs.)
The median’
block size is
about 14 instructions
for vector programs,
about 18 instructions for the moderately-vector
programs,
and bet ween 8

7Due to the large variance in the data, the arithmetic
somewhat

undesirable

the medtan

instead.

in characterizing
This is where

the data. We prefer

the graph

crosses

mean

is

to use

the 50% mark

on the y-axis.
*The exact amount of loop unrolling, and hence the number of
branches eliminated, is dependent on the size of the original loop
body since ttre compiler
unrolls
loops up to the size of the instruction buffer (1K bytes).
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process and increasing
basic block sizes. Second, the compiler also generates
m-line
code for, or ex ands in-line,
\ ranches and
several small subroutines,
a ain eliminating
increasin~basic
bbcksizes,
%hird,the~esenceof
a Vector
Mask (V
) register
in the CRAY Y-M
the compiler
to vectorize
100 s that
branches in their bodies.
The V $ register ~::=~;;;z
M used to discard
the results of operations
of the vector instruction
that would
not have been executed, due to control flow, in a scalar version of the code. Similarly,
the presence of a scalar merge
instruction
enables elimination
of several scalar conditional
branches.
Fourth, the spill and move instructions
generated
by the compiler
account for a very significant
fraction of the
instructions
generated,
as we saw in the previous
section.
These instructions
increase basic block sizes. Finally,
the
scalar portion
of the CRAY machkies
use simple instructions, and hence naturally
need more instructions
to carry
out the job.

Issue Stage
Utilization

Thus large basic blocks are present, in fair proportion,
in all three subclasses of ~rograms.
However,
if most of the
program
execution
time M spent in small basic blocks, the
presence of large basic blocks would
be immaterial
to proFor example,
if most of the vector
~ram performance.
instructions
were present in the smaller basic blocks, then
one would
expect a very significant
portion
of the pro
am
execution time to be spent in these small basic blocks.
1?owever, our measurements
show that to be not the case.

by 1st
parcel

by 2nd/3rd
parcels

by all
parcels

MG3D

0.104

0.104

0.022

0.126

SPEC77

0.176

0.176

0.045

0.221

ARC3D

0.212

0.212

0.056

0.268

MDG

0.197

0.197

0.075

0.272

FL052

0.220

0.220

0.066

,,

,,

1

I

0.286

BDNA

0.193

0.193

0.118

0.311

DYFESM

0.335

0.335

0.124

0.459

TRFD

0.386

0.386

0.078

0.464

ADM

0.355

0.355

0.139

0.494

OCEAN

0.423

0.423

0.121

0.544

SPICE

0.264

0.264

0.199

0.463

TRACK

0.291

0.291

0.200

0.491

QCD

0.390

0.390

0.217

0.607

Table

The dotted lines in the fi~re
indicate the cumulative
proportion
of program
~erutions
contributed
b basic blocks
of various
instruction
sizes. We notice that t { e large basic
blocks of all three benchmark
sets contribute
heavily to the
overall
operation
count.
It is interesting
to note that even
basic blocks larger than a 100 instructions
in size contribute
significantly
to the dynamic
operation
count.
Blocks lar er
than 125 instructions
contribute
25% of all operations
?or
vector
programs,
11% of all operations
for moderatelyvector programs,
and 13~o of dl operations
for scalar pro~rams.
The median
of operation
contributions
is about 18
instructions
for
scalars,
about
33 instructions
for the
moderately-vector
programs,
and about 63 instructions
for
the vectors.
These sizes are much higher than the medians
for instruction
contributions.
One can thus
expect
a
significant
fraction
of the
ro ram’s execution
time to be
spent inthelargebasicblo$s.
~e still notice however
that
as we move from vector to scalar code, the bI&ks of s~aller
sizes increase their operation
contributions.
This is due to
the presence of fewer vector instructions
in scalar code.
5. INSTRUCTION

Instruction
Issue Rate

Program
“

6. Instruction

Issue

Rate and Issue

Stage Utilization

percentage of program
execution
time for which the instruction issue stage is busy issuing the first
arcel (column
3)
[ ) of instructions.
and the second/third
parcels (column
The fraction of program
time spent issuin
the first
arcel is
the same as the instruction
issue rate, o f course.
?he last
column
of the table identifies
the fraction
of time the issue
stage is busy overall (this is the sum of columns 3 and 4).
We first observe that the hi best issue sta e utilization is 42.3%, for OCEAN.
Since t E e utilization
o f the issue
stage is not very high (on the avera$e), we can say that the
issue stage is not a bottleneck
during
program
execution.
This is of course due to the fact that the dee
pipelines
exploit the
arallelism
in the programs
even wt !
the small
issue rate. $ or example,
the floating-point
add unit has 7
pi eline stages; thus, after issuin
a floatingoint add, 6
ot [ er instructions
can be issued %xefore the
eating-point
add completes.
Other factors, discussed later in this section,
are also responsible
for the low utilization
of the instruction
issue stage. We note, however,
that thew ma
be
bases
durin
program
execution
when the amount
o rl’ para lelism
is hig E and the issue stage is a bottleneck.

ISSUE

Parallel instruction
issue is the focus of much current
research (for example, work on superscalar
and VLIW architectures).
Parallelism
in the issue stage and pipelining
of the
processor
are rou hly equivalent
in exploiting
fine- rain
arallelism
[I0,12?
A processor
with
deeply
pipefined
~nctional
units has less need for parallelism
in the issue
stage [17]. In this section we investi
ate the utilization
of
the issue stage of the deep] y-pipeline f CRAY Y-MP processor by the benchmark
programs.

ted, the vector benchmarks
have lower issue
As ex
rates than t r e other benchmarks.
Vector instructions
execute several operations,
and hence fewer instructions
need
to be issued for vectorized
pro rams; if we were to consider
operation
issue rates instead, t% e numbers
would be much
higher for the vector benchmarks.
However,
another important reason
for the low issue rate is the CRAY
Y-MP
hardware
organization.
There
exists
more
parallelism
among the vector instructions
of
ro
ams than among the
scalarinstructions,
but the CRAY!’-fihasarelatively
limited amount
of vector resources
(vector registers,
memor
ports, functional
units), resulting
in instruction
issue stal { s
due to resource con/7 icts. The limited
resources result in long
instruction
issue stall times because each vector instruction
reserves all necessary resources for time proportional
to the
number of operations
it executes.

Table 6 resents data collected by the HPM about the
utilization
oft K e instruction
issue stage of the CRAY Y-MP.
The second column
in the table presents
the instruction
issue rate (instructions
issued per clock cycle).
Recall that
the CRAY Y-MP instructions
occur in three sizes one-parcel,
two-parcel,
and three-parcel
instructions,
where a parcel is
16 bits long. The one-parcel
instructions
are issued m a single clock cycle, while the others take two clock cycles to
Msue the first parcel is issued in the first clock, and the rest
are issued in the second clock. Table 6 identifies
the

mainly
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The stalls in instruction
issue seen in scalar code are
due to data dependence
between instructions,
since

each instruction
holds registers only for time proportional
to
the latency
of the instruction’s
functional
unit.
The functional
units
themselves
are pipelined
and
are not a
bottleneck,
since the
can collectively
accept scalar instructions at a much hlg
Z er rate than the issue stage can issue
them.
We note that despite having
a large pro
rtion of
spill instructions,
the issue stage is not ve ~ h~gh~utilized
b scalar code. This indicates
that the spil instructions
are
h el
being issued
for free during
clock
riods which
wo
have been stalls for data r ependences
to
“ZJ d otherwise
be resolved.
The highly optimizing
compiler
would in most
cases be able to schedule the spills in this manner; we note
that in some cases the spill instructions
could be on the critical path and hence may not be executed
for free. We also
note that although
the issue rate is less than 60% on the
whole, considering
the highly
pipelined
functional
units in
the CRAY Y-MP and the lon~ latency for memory,
the utilization of the issue stage is qt.ute high.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
We
resented a study of the single processor
of the
CRAY Y-k?P usin
as benchmarks
rograms from the PERFECT Club set. #e characterized
tie processor by yting the instruction
usage pattern for our benchmar
s. We
observed,
among other things, that on the CRAY Y-MP the
vectorized
fraction
of the d
arnic o eration count ranges
from 4% to 96% for our bent ~ marks . ~heaverage
fraction of
all operations
vectorized
is 62v0 for our benchmark
set.
Instructions
that move values between
the scalar registers
and their backup registers constitute
a si nificant fraction of
all the instructions
executed.
Very
f arge basic blocks
(greater than a 100 instructions
in size) are significant
in
number
for the benchmarks
studied.
Furthermore,
both
small and large basic blocks contribute
significantly
to the
operation
count of the programs.
Thus, it is worthwhile
to
concentrate
on speeding
up both small
and large basic
blocks. The instruction
issue rate is less than 0.5 instructions
per cycle for our benchmarks,
Ieadin
us to believe that the
during
proIssue stage does not appear to be a %ottlenwk
gram execution.
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